ABSTRACT
User mobility and ubiquity are two key features for the information technology infrastructure. Our aim is to define an architecture that realizes the integration between a) a set of existing Internet/Intranet services, b) the services allowed by telecommunication network c) the applications and peripherals devoted to manage alarms and control industrial processes. The defined architecture permits to realize a simple exchange system that permits notification exchanges between different systems running on different platforms. This model is particularly suitable for environments that need strong personalization of the services, offered to users, in order to extend the existing services and to support the development of new ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Telecommunications and computing technologies are converging and the infrastructure and applications for these technologies have become largely blurred. Applications are becoming indistinct. An access to the bank services realized using DTMF telephone and voice response unit differs from the same access from a computer for the different medium that uses but does not offers really different functionalities.

The future network architecture need to satisfy many requirements as, for example:
- users ubiquity (nomadic access)
- users mobility
- interoperability
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Table 1: Networked Applications Taxonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immediate</th>
<th>Deferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-to-Information</td>
<td>Video on demand, Web Browsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-to-user</td>
<td>Telephony, Video Conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A taxonomy classifies network applications in four classes on the basis of the functionality and the temporal relationship of interactions [5] (as shown in Table 1). The two classes based on the functionality are:
- Users to Information Server applications, in which a user interacts with a remote system to receive or access to the information stored on that system.
- User to User applications, in which two or more users participate in the same shared functionality.
The two classes based on the temporal relationship of the interaction are:

- Immediate, meaning that a user is interacting with a server or another user with certain maximum delay bound.
- Deferred, meaning that a user is interacting with another user or a server without maximum delay requirements.

The proposed architecture could be used to integrate mobile telephony both with deferred applications, using an SMS-Interface. For the immediate applications a WAP Proxy system can be used but also the SMS-Interface can give access to immediate applications to people with a no-WAP terminal.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we describe some different applications of network and telephony integrated services. In Section III, we describe the architecture and its modular structure and in Section IV we give a brief description of the interface between the different modules. Finally, Section V concludes the paper giving a description of the implemented services and introduces some future works.

2. EXAMPLES OF NETWORK AND TELEPHONY INTEGRATED SERVICES

In the following we describe different examples of services, based on the integration of network and telephony services.

2.1 Internet Mail to Short Message Service (SMS)

A first example of service is an extension and personalization of Internet e-mail. The mail system usually maintains a user mailbox and when a new mail arrives, the system reads it and sends a notice to the destination user, using an SMS message [2]. The user can define the set of criteria used by the system to filter the mail message and redirects to the SMS only a part of the incoming mail messages.

![Figure 1: E-mail extension services.](image)

The user can also subscribe a "digest" service to receive in the first time only a set of mail headers and then to ask (with a SMS message) for one of the mail bodies. In the same way (see fig. 1) the user can configure the system:

- to automatically redirect some mail messages to a fax,
- to convert some mail messages in audio format and to transmit them with a traditional voice phone call.

On the other hand the user can use the SMS system to send e-mail; the e-mail message is composed using the cellular telephone and sent to the system telephone number. The system recognizes the data format and the e-mail sending request, extracts the e-mail data and sends it to the destination using the SMTP protocol [7].

2.2 University Information System Mobile Interface

A second example of services set arises from a real case. Mobile features can be added to the Internet/Intranet services that are classically offered by a university both to students and to staff people. For example mobility can be added to all this category of services:

- services that provide support to the student, such as the exam registration or the spreading of exam results,
- services that provide support to the university staff, as for example a call meeting,
- services that provide support for didactical activities, such as remote evaluation of test results,
- interoperability services (send/receive a mail, send a fax).

The SMS Interface can provide access to:

- mail system,
- Personal Information Manager (PIM) of teacher and staff people [6],
- didactical information provided by the teacher
- practical information taken from the Information System

![Figure 2: University I.S. Mobile Interface.](image)

This kind of application incorporates the above mentioned SMS to mail gateway and also an extension of a personal scheduler, i.e. a PIM groupware application that allow shared decision making to a set of users. A scheduler service should be used, for instance, to reserve, confirm or cancel an appointment with a teacher or to call a meeting. The system should send to the user some SMS messages in order to remember the appointments of a certain day and, on the other hand, the user can add an appointment to the planner using an SMS message. These mobility features can be added both to commercial PC based PIM (for example Lotus® Notes or Microsoft® Outlook) and to ad hoc schedulers developed for particular applications.
2.3 Remote Control and Monitoring of Industrial Processes

A third application integrates phone feature in an industrial processes monitoring system, managed from one (or more) computer, that returns some information needed by processes control and security management. Usually this information are managed by the system, but sometimes, it is necessary to notify the system status to the system administrator (as shown in fig 3). The administrator can be contacted with different types of remote notification systems, for example with an e-mail message or, to add mobile features, with a SMS message. In more difficult situations a private police or the firemen can be contacted using a voice telephone call. Finally, other situations require a decision of the administrator that sends, from a mobile telephone, a sequence of commands that must be executed on the control system.

Therefore, the service permits: a) to extend the notification service, in order to decide the type of notice, b) to make use of the mobility property of cellular telephones in order to reach in any case the administrator, c) to allow the administrator to interact with the control system, sending some command sequences, using SMS messages. The last purpose requires the implementation of a remote command shell of the control system.

3. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Actually, in all the organizations, different notification systems send and manage electronic notices. This section describes an architecture that can be used to integrate all the notification exchange subsystems also with the new features offered by the mobile telephone network. All the subsystems can be described as entities that are producing or sending messages. For example an arriving e-mail message can be considered as a notice produced by the SMTP subsystem. On the other hand, each subsystem can process a redirected message; for example an e-mail message redirected to the SMS is produced by the SMTP subsystem and sent by the SMS subsystem.

The service definition describes how a message arriving from a certain subsystem will be redirected to another one. Some subsystems offer only output features. For example the fax can be used efficiently only to retransmit messages because for the fax incoming messages it is difficult to define a redirection protocol. On the other hand some other subsystems are able both to produce and send the messages (for example the SMS or the mail exchange subsystem).

The architecture scheme is based on two different plans (see figure 4): a) the Control Plan that controls a certain subsystem (for example the personal planner), b) the Service Plan that defines a certain redirection service (for example the e-mail to SMS service). Different Service Plans define different services and each Service Plan uses more than one Control Plan (i.e. more than one notification subsystems), as the service definition needs.

The Control Plan, is structured in different layers:
- An Interface Layer that is responsible of the connected service (for example the SMTP service or the SMS queue module).
- A Service Selection Layer that defines an interface between the specific services of the lower level and the standard exchange primitives of the system. This layer defines:
  - Which service will redirect each message,
  - Error Management,
  - Low level billing accounting, to maintain information about the subsystem services costs.
This layer also provides some coding/decoding primitives.
- A Control Management Layer, that provides primitives and interfaces to configure both the Interface Layer and the Service Selection Layer.

Each user of the service needs a personal service definition that can be managed and changed directly by the user.

Therefore the Service Plan structure is described using multiple layers to define the user services. In particular, the Service Plan, is structured in the following layers:
- A System Service Layer that is responsible for general policies of the service. This layer defines also: a) policies of service management, b) billing and accounting policies for the service, c) authentication policies and d) coding and decoding from a message structure to another one (for example from a mail message to an SMS message).
- More User Service Layer that define the personal redirection policies for the service. Each user of the service has got a personal User Service Layer, so the
Service Plan uses one System Service Layer and more User Service Layers.

- A Service Management Layer, that provides primitives and interfaces to configure the System Service Layer. Note that only the administrator can use this layer to define general policies and user management.

- A User Management Layer, that provides primitives and interfaces to configure the User Service Layer. Note that each user can configure only his User Service Layer to define personal redirection policies.

The Control Plan and the Service Plan communicate using the interface between the System Service Layer and the Service Selection Layer. The interface primitives are the same for all the services and for all Control Plans.

All the notification exchange subsystems are classified as Deferred User to User application. This means that the communications between the control plan and the service plan are asynchronous in both the directions:

- when a Service Plan asks to a certain Control Plan to dispatch a notice, the Control Plan attempts to send the message and can give back a result only after an unpredictable delay;

- when a Control Plan asks for a redirection to a certain Service Plan, the Service Plan redirects the message to another Control Plan and waits for a result that can arrive after an unpredictable delay.

The interface between the Control Plan and the Service Plan is based on two primitives SendMSG and RedirectMSG that are briefly described in the following. A more complete description of the interface primitives can be found in [4].

SendMSG is used by the Service Plan to ask to a certain Control Plan to dispatch a message. The primitive specification is the following:

**SendMSG** (<SendID>, <senderService>, <msgContent>, <priority>)

The <senderService> value identifies the Service Plan that asks for the call and the <msgContent> is the content of the message. A unique identification number is used to associate each command with the proper return-call (<SendID>) and a <priority> value specifies the priority for the redirection call. All the Control Plans provide a server process that is waiting for SendMSG requests. Each Control Plan accepts SendMSG with the appropriate msgContent type. The msgContent can contain a verify request, for example in the mail message a receipt request can be included. All this kind of information and all the error messages are redirected to the Service Plan using the RedirectMSG primitive.

RedirectMSG is used by a certain Control Plan to submit a new message to a certain Service Plan. The primitive specification is the following:

**RedirectMSG** (<RedirectID>, <senderControl>, <msgContent>)

The <senderControl> value identifies the Control Plan that will redirect the message and the <msgContent> is the content of the message. A unique identification number is used to associate each command with the proper return-call (<RedirectID>).

All the redirection information are included in the msgContent and are coded in a service-dependent protocol.

4. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE CASE STUDY

Different applications based on the above mentioned architecture have been developed. In particular we report about a case study, the GSM-SMS gateway, with the aim of give an example of the proposed architecture (see fig. 6). In this service gateway there are two Control Plans, one for the mail exchange subsystem and one for the SMS. The Control Plane for mobile services has been implemented on a Linux platform using a Siemens® Mi® engine [8] working with the GSM [2] protocol, that actually is the Italian digital cellular standard. The Control Plan software is written in Java and C. The Control Plan for the e-mail subsystem is a common used SMTP server, installed on a Linux platform. Both the notification subsystems produce and redirect messages, so that a message can be redirected from the mail to the SMS and vice versa. The Service Plan (written in Java and running on a Linux platform) will define:

- which mail messages are redirected on the GSM-SMS device and vice versa (in different User Service Layers);

- the billing policies for the service (in the System Service Layer).

![Figure 5: Mail to/from GSM-SMS service.](image)

In this scenario the Interface Layer is a simple SMTP server and the Service Selection Layer defines which kind of services are associated to each mail message. The criteria used by the Abstraction Layer are based on the mailbox accounting. When a new mail message for user@provider.it arrives to the SMTP server (the Interface Layer), the SMTP Service Selection Layer identifies the SMTPto/fromSMS as the service plan responsible for this mail message. The message is passed to the server using:

**RedirectMSG** (<RedirectID>, mail, <mailContent>)

In the mailContent are included all mail information (subject, body, from, to, date.). The Service description layer
decodes the mailContent, defines the appropriate redirection rules, codes all the information in the new Content type and communicates to the Service Abstraction Layer how to re-dispatch the message. So if the massage is redirected effectively on the SMS system, a call to SendMSG is sent to the GSM-SMS Service abstraction layer:
SendMSG(<SendID>,SMTPtoSMS,<gsmContent>,<priority>)

The gateway between the mail and the SMS system has been completely implemented and is currently under test. In particular the user is provided with a WEB interface to permit strong personalization of the services. This interface for the User management Layer is implemented as a Java Applet (see figure 6). The user can define the set of criteria used by the system to filter the mail messages and to redirect only a part of the incoming mail to the SMS. These filters can be based on: a) a part of the mail message header (From, Priority, Subject), b) the current time and c) the presence of a certain word in the mail body. The user can also subscribe a "digest" service to receive in the first time only a set of mail headers and then to ask (with a SMS message) for one or more mail bodies.

Figure 6: Interface to the User management Layer

Tests done with about 30 users (typically professors and member of the university staff) shows that people that receive more than 10 mail need a strong reduction of the traffic and in particular all our user have set up: (a) a digest service to receive all the mail in a compact form, or (b) complex filters to receive only the important and urgent mail on the GSM device. Figure 7 shows a mail message received on the GSM device and a digest message that reports the sender and the subject of different mail messages. We have also re-used a part of the implemented Control Plans as components of the above mentioned university Intranet services (as described in section 2.2). In particular we have implemented:
- A PIM based on Microsoft® Outlook® and developed in a multiplatform environment in which the Control Plans work on a Linux architecture and the Service Plan is implemented on an Microsoft® Windows NT Server® (with Microsoft® Exchange Server®).
- the interface with the Information System, that offers to students and teacher different the opportunity to access to support services and to upload or download didactical information, as for example exam registration and result.

Figure 7: A mail message and a digest report

More information about the implementation of the university services can be found in [4]. We are now working on an enterprise environment in which we have realized a first service that uses GSM-SMS to provide to the clients information about the status of the manufacturing process. We are currently working on the remote control and monitoring of a part industrial process with mobile interface (as described in section 2.3).
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